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Laughter often bursts forth during my interview with Emily and Joshua Frank, who 
joined Temple Hillel B’nai Torah this fall, after attending our High Holy Day services 
as guests.  Almost in unison they explain, “We hadn’t been affiliated for a couple of 
years.  We were searching for a shul with warmth and an emphasis on social 
justice.“  What brought this couple to HBT was the welcoming, open spirit of the 
congregation, its commitment to social justice, and its geographic proximity to their 
West Roxbury home.  Eventually Joshua and Emily hope to participate in social 
justice initiatives at the synagogue; especially once they retire—after, as Joshua put 
it jokingly, their current “busy, tired years.”  
 
Joshua’s family history shaped both his Judaism and his Americanism.  His mother 
was born in Palestine.  Her parents had lived in Russia and were drawn to Palestine 
by the magnetic pull of the Zionist movement.  When his mother was two years old, 
the family immigrated to America. Joshua’s father was born in a small village outside 
of Warsaw in 1920.  His paternal grandfather immigrated to America in 1921 and 
sent for Joshua’s father in 1926. “My grandfather sponsored relatives one by one 
over the following years. It was like the era in ‘Fiddler on the Roof.’  My Dad felt 
Communism and Judaism both were religions.  He, in contrast, was an American.  My 
mother also was not observant but was decidedly less principled in her secular 
approach to Judaism.”  With just a tinge of regret in his voice, Joshua, adds, “As a 
past history teacher I know the history behind my relatives’ emigration patterns, 
but I am not privy to the feelings and decisions behind their historic narratives.”  
 
Both of Emily’s parents were born and raised in Boston and were members of  
Reform temples.  Their respective parents emigrated from Poland to America.  
Emily’s father’s family was affiliated with Temple Israel in Boston.  Her now-102-
year-old grandmother was a founding member of Temple Sinai, where Emily’s 
mother’s family was active.  In fact, although her grandmother presently lives in 
NewBridge on the Charles in Dedham, she is still a member of Temple Sinai. Emily 
shares that while her family of origin tends not to be “especially observant,” family 
members often have “long, close, and enriching relationships with rabbis.”  She 
offers as an example the following narrative:  “Rabbi Herman Blumberg officiated at 
my bat mitzvah in Wellesley.  Later, he married Josh and me, officiated at my 
mother’s funeral, was rabbi for Josh’s adult bar mitzvah, and officiated at the bar 
mitvah of our son, Rich, at Temple Shir Tikva in Wayland, where we belonged for a 
number of years.” 
 
The Frank’s son, Rich, is 24 and lives in Philadelphia.  He works with 
developmentally disabled adults and is involved with Jewish Voice for Peace, a 
progressive political Jewish organization.  Their daughter, Lily, age 21, just 
completed her junior year at UMass-Amherst, where she is majoring in sociology.  
 



 
Emily and Joshua are both devoted school educators.  Joshua is the Assistant 
Headmaster for Teaching and Learning at Randolph High School, a public school 
that Josh describes as having “all the challenges of high poverty.”  He shares the 
reasons he is passionate about his job: “There are a lot of idealistic teachers who 
want to help the students.  I help the teachers through my relationships with them 
in an otherwise high-stress environment.  I also work hard to build nurturing 
relationships with the students.  I have really helped a lot of high school students 
graduate and get to college, which I find very rewarding.”  Emily is one of two PreK-
8th grade Directors of Special Education in the public schools in Brookline.  She has 
held this position for the past three years.  She is devoted to making sure all 
students have equal access to high quality education in Brookline, where mansions 
and public housing coexist. “The challenge is trying to keep the playing field as level 
as possible, no matter the economic status of the student population. My passion 
and persistent goal is making sure there is good access to education for all students 
in the community all the time.” 
 
Outside of work, the Franks enjoy taking walks, reading non-fiction literature, 
dining out, seeing movies, and debating the issues of the day.  They and their 
children’s primary commitment is to social justice.  Their professional and personal 
lives center on the same values. Their most recent decision to join Temple Hillel 
B’nai Torah is yet another reflection of this commitment.  Joshua has already 
attended 3 meetings of the men’s group. In addition, the Franks have participated in 
monthly Thursday evening minyan, attended this year’s Purim festivities, and joined 
a social justice roundtable program.  
 
Emily and Joshua want to contribute as well as to participate.  They are interested in 
presenting a program for HBT members that focuses on education policy. As 
experienced educators who are widely read in education policy, they would like to 
lead a conversation on these topics from their unique positions as school 
administrators and education insiders.  With their level of enthusiasm, energy, and 
expertise, their contributions are sure to make HBT a richer community. 
 


